RM22430 Instructions

2004-2009 Yamaha YFZ450 | 140W High Output Charging & DC Lighting Conversion Kit

The RM22430 kit is a high power 140 Watt stator & regulator
charging system upgrade and DC lighting conversion kit for
Yamaha YFZ450 models. The stator and voltage regulator
are easy to install, and fit just like the OEM parts. The primary advantage of this kit is the DC headlight conversion.
The original electrical system on the YFZ450 used half of
the stator coil to run the lights, and the other half to charge
the battery. The headlight circuit was protected only by the
battery charging circuit working correctly to limit the ligh-

ting voltage. This resulted in poor lighting output that was
susceptible to blown bulbs when the charging side failed,
paired with a weak and underpowered charging system.
With a simple modification to your factory wiring and our
plug & play harness, the headlight is reconfigured to be
powered from the battery. Supported by the more powerful
stator & voltage regulator, the result is brighter and more
stable light output at all engine RPM, and fully charged battery in all riding conditions!

Follow these fourteen (14) steps to install your new AC to DC conversion kit:
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STEP 01 Get access to parts
Remove seat, gas tank cover, side panels, headlights, and front fender assembly. Remove
Keyswitch from front fender assembly by unscrewing plastic nut. Remove shift lever and chain
guard from left side of motor. Drain oil from motor and oil tank (or tilt vehicle onto right side to
drain oil away from left side stator cover).
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STEP 02 Unplug wiring
Unplug both stator wiring harness connectors. They are
located above the shock at the front left of the vehicle hear
the frame. Press in small plastic locking tabs in connector
while gently pulling back on connector to release.

STEP 03 Remove stator cover
Remove left side stator cover along with stator wiring
harness. All bolts are 8mm. Remove the breather hose at top
right of cover. Make sure to first remove the round starter
clutch cover and clutch mechanism first, there are (2) 8mm
bolts inside this cover. Gently remove side cover using pry
tabs located around the cover. Tapping with a rubber mallet
can help loosen the cover, especially at the top around the
starter clutch.

STEP 04 Clean gasket surface
Clean gasket surface of engine and side cover with a clean
razor blade or gasket scraper.

STEP 05 Install new stator
Install new stator and pickup coil in side cover. Route wires
carefully under wire bracket to avoid contact with flywheel.
Use threadlocker on ALL bolts in this cover! Reinstall
sidecover on motor using a new gasket and light coat of RTV
gasket sealer. Make sure to reinstall the (2) bolts under the
starter clutch cover! Route stator wiring harness and plug
connectors back into vehicle wiring harness.

STEP 06 Remove old regulator
Unplug and remove original voltage regulator. It is located
at the front shock support crossmember of the vehicle. It is
mounted with (2) 8mm bolts. Unplug voltage regulator from
factory wiring harness.
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STEP 07 Install new regulator
Install new voltage regulator in factory location using original
mounting bolts. Route wiring harness and plug into factory
harness connector.

For 2004-2005 models, follow steps 8A - 10A
For 2006-2009 models skip down to steps 8B – 12B
From 2006-2009, trying to solve charging system problems when the headlights were not being used, Yamaha
added a load resistor and 2 headlight relays to the system. For our new DC lighting system to work correctly,
the load resistor must be removed, and we must provide battery power to the headlight relays, which requires a
slightly different installation procedure.
For 2006-2009 models make sure to follow steps 8B-12B for correct installation! If you are not sure what year
you have, start following step 8A. You will quickly notice you cannot find the 6-wire connector shown in the
picture. In this case, skip to step 8B!

STEP 08A Modify existing wiring
For 2004-2005 models only
Locate the 6-wire connector on the vehicle harness. It is in
a black rubber sleeve in front of the steering column at the
front of the vehicle. Unplug connector. We will need the top
Male half of the connector for the next step.

STEP 09A
For 2004-2005 models only
Remove Yellow/Red wire from Male side of connector. Using
a sharp pick or small flat blade screwdriver, lift the plastic
locking tab above the terminal. Gently pull back on the wire
to remove it from connector.

STEP 10A
For 2004-2005 models only
Plug 6 wire connector back together, it is no longer needed.
Install Yellow/Red wire into the Male 2-wire connector
included with our wiring harness by pushing until it clicks,
locking in place. Make sure to locate it in the correct position
noted in the picture below. You can also determine this by
plugging it in to the mating connector on our wiring harness,
which has 1 black wire installed. The Yellow/Red wire must
connect to the black wire when the connectors are mated.
Leave these connected.
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STEP 08B Modify existing wiring
For 2006-2009 models only
Remove load resistor (labeled #32 in the picture below). It is
a grey, finned metal housing mounted on the frame directly
in front of the radiator and to the side of the steering column.
It is mounted with (2) M6 cap screws. Tape up and secure the
connector, it will be left unused.

STEP 09B
For 2006-2009 models only
Locate headlight relay #2 (labeled #31 in the picture below).
It is located on the lower left side of frame rail directly across
from the load resistor in the previous step. It will have a
connector with a Yellow/Red wire in it. Unplug the connector
from the relay.

STEP 10B
For 2006-2009 models only
Remove the Yellow/Red wire from the relay connector. Use
a sharp pick or small screwdriver to depress the locking
tab that secures the terminal in place, and gently pull it out
the back of the connector. Insulate the terminal in tape or
heatshrink to protect it, and secure it against wiring harness,
it will be unused.

STEP 11B
For 2006-2009 models only
Install our individual Blue wire into the Male 2-wire connector
included with our wiring harness by pushing until it clicks,
locking in place. Make sure to locate it in the correct position
noted in the picture below. You can also determine this by
plugging it in to the mating connector on our wiring harness,
which has 1 black wire installed. The Blue wire must connect
to the black wire when the connectors are mated. Leave
these connected.
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STEP 12B
For 2006-2009 models only
Install the other end of our Blue wire with a large female spade
terminal into the empty location on headlight relay #2 where
you removed the Yellow/Red wire. This will now provide your
headlight relays with DC power from the battery instead of
AC power from the stator.

The remainder of instructions applies to all years

STEP 13 Install new wiring harness
Install the remainder of our wiring harness. Unplug the
keyswitch from the vehicle harness. Our wiring harness has
mating plugs and connects in between the keyswitch and
vehicle harness.

STEP 14 Test your installation
Tie up and route wiring cleanly so it does not rub on frame or
other components. Reinstall bodywork and other components
removed earlier. Make sure to refill motor & oil tank with oil
if you drained it earlier. It is a great time to change your oil
filter. Turn your keyswitch on without starting vehicle, and
headlight switch to low or high position. You should now
notice your headlights are on from battery power! You are
ready to ride with a reliable charging & lighting system on
your YFZ450.
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